Correlates of transsaccadic integration in the primary visual cortex of the monkey
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We make several eye movements per second when we explore a visual scene. Each eye movement sweeps the scene’s projection across the retina and changes its representation in retinotopic areas of the visual cortex, but we nevertheless perceive a stable world. Here we investigate the neuronal correlates of visual stability in the primary visual cortex. Monkeys were trained to make two saccades along a single curve and to ignore another, distracting curve. Attention enhanced neuronal responses to the entire relevant curve before the first saccade. This response enhancement was rapidly reestablished after the saccade, although the image was shifted across the primary visual cortex. We argue that this fast post-saccadic restoration of the attentional response enhancement contributes to the stability of vision across eye movements, and reduces the impact of saccades on visual cognition.

It is still unclear how visual information acquired before a saccade is integrated with information acquired after the saccade. Early theories of transsaccadic integration postulated that perceptual stability across eye movements is achieved by use of a transsaccadic memory buffer. Information from successive fixations can be accumulated in such a buffer if the changes in eye position, which are reflected by oculomotor signals, are taken into account (1–3). Subsequent theories, however, argued that such a memory buffer is unnecessary and suggested that the visual system can afford to be amnesic about the presaccadic scene, because visual representations can be rebuilt rapidly after each saccade (4, 5). This view has received some support from neurophysiological data indicating that visual processing indeed proceeds rapidly. High-level visual areas and even frontal areas, which are separated from the retina by many synapses, are activated within 100 ms after stimulus presentation (6–8). However, some tasks that involve shifts of visual attention, like visual search (9) or curve tracing (10–12), require more time than the typical intersaccadic interval. For these tasks, a complete interruption of processing by saccades would be detrimental. Therefore, some recent theories take a less extreme view and suggest that the visual system is not entirely amnesic across saccades, because information about attended objects is maintained (13–17).

These psychophysical theories yield different predictions about the fate of object representations in areas of the visual cortex during saccades. Studies in the lateral intraparietal area (18, 19) and the frontal eye fields (20, 21) provide support for theories that include a transsaccadic buffer by demonstrating that the retinotopic coordinates of objects are remapped across saccades. Neurons in these areas signal that a saccade will bring a visual object into their receptive field (RF) shortly before saccade execution, a phenomenon that has been called “predictive remapping.” They also respond if a saccade brings the RF onto a location of an object that has just been removed from sight. Thus, neurons in these areas maintain a spatially accurate representation of the retinotopic location of visual objects and even of their memory traces across saccades. The percentage of neurons with these properties is high in the lateral intraparietal area, but decreases in earlier visual areas (22).

It is not clear at present, however, whether remapping across saccades occurs for all objects or whether it occurs only for objects that receive attention (as suggested by, for example, ref. 19). Therefore, in this study, we compare the fate of attended and unattended objects across saccades by recording from the primary visual cortex (V1) of monkeys. The monkeys are trained to trace a curve through the visual field. This curve-tracing task has a number of advantages for the study of transsaccadic integration. First, there are many versions of the task that take more time than the interval between saccades; this makes it unlikely that saccades reset processing. Second, the natural strategy is to make a sequence of saccades along the path that has to be traced (23). Third, the spatial distribution of attention has been measured during this task in human subjects. Subjects solve it by directing attention to all segments of the curve that has to be traced (11, 12).

A neurophysiological correlate of curve-tracing has been found in area V1, where responses to a traced curve are enhanced relative to responses to other, distracting curves (24, 25). This attentional response enhancement does not occur during the initial stimulus-driven neuronal responses, which have a latency of ~40 ms (8), but occur after a delay of >100 ms (24, 26), which suggests the involvement of feedback from higher visual areas. In this study, we exploit this temporal separation between bottom-up and top-down influences to investigate transsaccadic integration.

Methods

Behavioral Task. Two macaque monkeys took part in the experiments. They were trained on a curve-tracing task in which they had to make two saccades along a single curve (Fig. 1A). A trial started once the monkey’s eye position was within a 1° square window centred on a 0.2° fixation point (FP1) in the middle of a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (70 Hz). After 300 ms, a stimulus appeared that consisted of two white curves (luminance, 24 cd/m²) on a black background (luminance, 0.5 cd/m²) and three red curves subtending 0.4° of visual angle. One of the curves connected FP1 to two of the circles, and this curve will be called target curve. The other curve was connected to the third circle and served as a distractor. The animals were rewarded for making a sequence of two saccades into 1.5° square windows around FP2 and around the circle at the end of the target curve.

Recording Technique and Data Analysis. All experimental procedures complied with the National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. Standard surgical and electrophysiological techniques were used to record multiunit activity in area V1 (refs. 24 and 25; see also supporting...
Results

Psychophysical Performance. We first investigated whether the monkeys traced the entire target curve, including segments that were only relevant for the second saccade, while they fixated on FP1. Monkeys had to fixate on FP1 for 400 ms, then FP1 was extinguished and a first saccade was made to the second point on the target curve (FP2) (Fig. 1A). At the end of this saccade, FP2 was turned off and a second saccade had to be made to the circle that was at the end of the target curve. The monkeys could make this second saccade immediately. Complementary stimuli, for which the animals had to make a different sequence of saccades, were randomly interleaved (Fig. 1B). Saccadic reaction time for the second saccade was defined as the time interval between the offset of FP2 and the onset of the saccade (see supporting information). The animals were successful in >95% of the trials, and the mean reaction time across monkeys for the second saccade was 203 ms (blue bars, Fig. 1C). To probe whether the monkeys traced the entire target curve before the first saccade, catch trials were included (20% of the trials). On these catch trials, the stimulus changed during the first saccade because, unexpectedly, the connection between FP2 and the original target for the second eye movement was switched (Fig. 1A Lower). To respond correctly on such a catch trial, the monkeys had to make the second saccade to the other circle, which was now connected to FP2. Catch trials introduce a mismatch between visual information before and after the saccade, which should have no effect if the monkeys are amnesic about the presaccadic stimulus. However, on catch trials, average performance dropped to 70%, and both monkeys fixated significantly longer at FP2 than on normal trials, with an average increase in saccadic reaction time of 60 ms ($P < 10^{-8}$, Wilcoxon test for both monkeys; mean latency, 263 ms; orange bars, Fig. 1C). This is direct evidence for transsaccadic integration, because some information regarding the identity of the target curve is apparently maintained across the first saccade. One possibility is that the monkeys “mentally” trace the entire target curve before the first saccade and that attention is also directed to segments of this curve that are distal to FP2. Furthermore, if attention can remain on these curve segments across the saccade, this would explain why subsequent performance is superior if the stimulus remains the same.

When attention is directed to the target curve, neuronal responses to this curve are enhanced in area V1 (24, 25). The psychophysical results therefore yield two predictions regarding the pattern of neuronal activity in area V1. The first prediction is that neuronal responses to the entire target curve are enhanced before the first saccade. The second prediction is that attention is maintained on the target curve during the saccade, although its representation is shifted in area V1 and other retinotopic areas.

Neuronal Activity in Area V1 Before the First Saccade. A first electrophysiological experiment investigated whether attention enhances neuronal firing rates in area V1 evoked by the entire target curve before the first saccade. Again, the monkeys made two saccades along the target curve, but in this experiment they had to hold fixation for 500 ms on each FP (performance was >95% correct). Stimuli were configured in such a way that the monkeys’ RF was located on a curve segment distal to FP2, while the monkey was still fixating on FP1 (Fig. 2A). Thus, the segment in the RF was only relevant for the planning of the second saccade. Fig. 2B and C compares the responses of two simultaneously recorded groups of V1 neurons during fixation at FP1. Activity evoked by the target curve was significantly stronger than activity evoked by the distractor curve at both recording sites (site a, $P < 0.005$; site b, $P < 10^{-6}$, U test). A total of 55 recording sites with a RF distal to FP2 were tested. Likewise, at
the RF and FP2. We quantified the strength of the attentional effect by computing the MI from 200 to 300 ms after stimulus onset (MIstim) was compared with that in a 100-ms interval preceding the saccade (MIpresacc), by computing the MI ratio = MIpresacc/MIstim × 100%. Thus, values of the MI ratio <100% indicate that the attentional effect decreases before the saccade. The MI ratios of the recording sites in Fig. 2B and C were both close to 100% (site a, 92%; site b, 114%), although the RF of site b was much further from FP2 than that of site a. We repeated this analysis for all sites (n = 33 of 55) that were both close to 100% (site a, 92%; site b, 114%).

A number of psychophysical studies (28–30) suggested that attention needs to be focused onto the endpoint of a saccade, just before saccade execution. In the context of the curve-tracing task, this finding might imply that attention constricts on FP2 in an interval preceding the saccade. We therefore investigated whether the attentional response enhancement to the target curve was reduced before the saccade, especially at RF locations far from FP2. We quantified the strength of the attentional effect in two time intervals by computing the MI. The MI from 200 to 300 ms after stimulus onset (MIstim) was compared with that in a 100-ms interval preceding the saccade (MIpresacc), by computing the MI ratio = MIpresacc/MIstim × 100%. Thus, values of the MI ratio <100% indicate that the attentional effect decreases before the saccade. The MI ratios of the recording sites in Fig. 2B and C were both close to 100% (site a, 92%; site b, 114%), although the RF of site b was much further from FP2 than that of site a. We repeated this analysis for all sites (n = 33 of 55) that discriminated between the target and distractor curve (P < 0.05) (Fig. 2E). The geometric mean of the MI ratios was 146%, but there was substantial variability of MI ratios across the population. Unexpectedly, the MI ratio did not depend on the distance between the RF and FP2. If anything, the MI ratio tended to increase with increasing distance between RF and FP2, but this trend was not significant (linear regression, R = 0.2, two-tailed t test, t = 1.14, df = 31, P > 0.1). Thus, these results indicate that attentional modulation in area V1 is maintained on the entire target curve and does not constrict onto the endpoint of the upcoming saccade.

**Postspaccadic Remapping of Attentional Modulation.** We have shown that the monkeys trace the entire target curve while fixation is at FP1, and the first, psychophysical experiment suggested that attention can remain on this curve during the first saccade. We next investigated how transsaccadic integration influences neuronal responses in area V1 in a further electrophysiological experiment with two conditions (four stimuli) that were randomly interleaved. In the first condition (onset condition), a segment of a curve appeared in the RF because of stimulus onset, while the monkey fixated on FP1 (Fig. 3A Upper). In the second condition (saccade condition), the stimulus was outside the RF while the monkey fixated on FP1. The first saccade brought the RF onto one of the curves (Fig. 3A Lower). Thus, in the saccade condition, the contour segment that entered into the RF could have been assigned to either target or distractor curve during the previous fixation. If information is carried across a saccade, it is expected that the visual response or the attentional modulation of this response occurs earlier in the saccade condition than in the onset condition.

Fig. 3B depicts the location of the RF of a recording site in area V1 relative to the stimulus while the animal fixated on FP1 in the onset condition. The response to the target curve of stimulus 1 was stronger than the response to the distractor curve of stimulus 2 (P < 10⁻⁶, U test). The latency of attentional modulation was 132 ± 5 ms (SD), a value that was derived by fitting a function to the difference between the two responses (Fig. 3B Lower; see also supporting information).

In the saccade condition (Fig. 3C), the neurons started to respond when their RF was brought onto the target (stimulus 3) or distractor curve (stimulus 4) by the first saccade. This response was somewhat (17%) weaker than the response in the onset condition and had a latency that was 8 ms shorter (33 ms vs. 41 ms; see supporting information). This slight difference may be caused by the different way of RF stimulation in the saccade condition (31). After the saccade, the response to the target curve was stronger than the response to the distractor curve (P < 2.10⁻⁵, U test). Remarkably, attentional modulation in the saccade condition started 43 ms earlier than in the onset condition (89 ± 9 vs. 132 ± 5 ms; P < 0.01), suggesting that some information about the identity of the target curve is indeed maintained across the saccade.

Similar results were also observed across the population of recording sites. Fig. 3D and E shows the population response (n = 32) in the onset and saccade condition, respectively. In both conditions, the response to the target curve was significantly stronger than the response to the distractor curve (P < 10⁻², paired t test). We note that the spontaneous activity in the saccade condition before the RF falls on a curve is negative (Fig. 3E); this effect is caused by the appearance of a stimulus outside the RF while the monkey is fixating on FP1 (Fig. 3A), which causes a slight suppression of the spontaneous activity (see supporting information). The visual response in the saccade condition has a latency of 40 ms at the population level, a value close to the response latency in the onset condition (37 ms). Thus, transsaccadic integration does not influence the latency of visual responses in area V1. In contrast, there is a clear influence on the onset of attentional response modulation. In the onset condition, attentional modulation occurred at a latency of 125 ± 3 ms, whereas it occurred significantly earlier in the saccade condition, at a latency of 78 ± 5 ms (P < 0.01). Indeed, when the time course of the attentional effect is directly compared between conditions (Fig. 3G), its earlier appearance in the saccade condition is evident. To gain insight into the consistency of these
effects, we analyzed the differences in the latency of attentional modulation at individual recording sites (Fig. 3F). In this analysis, only cases that exhibited a significantly ($P < 0.05$) stronger response to the target curve than to the distractor curve in both conditions ($n = 19$ of 32) were included. The latency of the attentional effect was significantly earlier ($P < 0.05$) in the saccade condition for the majority of these sites ($15$ of $19$).

One difference between the two conditions is that the monkey always made his first saccade to the same target in the saccade condition, but chose between two targets in the onset condition. Can this difference account for the timing of the attentional effects? To investigate this possibility, we computed the latency of the response enhancement in Fig. 2D. Here, the stimulus was similar to the saccade condition of the present experiment, but the RFs were stimulated during fixation at FP1. The attentional effect occurred $123 \pm 9$ ms after the onset of the stimulus, which is similar to the timing of the effect in the onset condition of the present experiment ($125 \pm 3$ ms). Thus, the timing of the attentional effect does not depend on the number of targets from which the monkey chooses while planning his first saccade. This finding implies that the difference in the timing of the attentional effect between the onset and saccade condition in Fig. 3 is not caused by the difference in the number of potential saccade targets.

**Neuronal Activity on Catch Trials.** The early attentional modulation after a saccade may reflect a trace of the attentive processing that was carried out during the previous fixation. However, the way in which the RFs were stimulated differed between the two conditions of the previous experiment. In the saccade condition, the RFs were brought onto a contour segment by a saccade, whereas the segment abruptly appeared within the RF in the onset condition. We therefore carried out an additional experiment in which we manipulated the utility of the information that could be maintained across the saccade; however, the stimulus in the RF was held constant. Specifically, we used catch trials (20% of trials) to introduce a mismatch between the pre- and postsaccadic stimuli. To our knowledge, the neurophysiological consequences of changes in the stimulus during saccades have not been investigated previously. Fig. 4A illustrates the procedure for a recording site in area V1. On normal trials (Fig. 4A *Upper*), the first saccade brought the RF onto a contour segment that had been assigned to either the target or distractor curve during the first fixation at FP1. Attentional modulation ($P < 10^{-6}$, *U* test) appeared early, at a latency of $81 \pm 4$ ms after the RF came in contact with one of the curves (Fig. 4B *Upper*). Fig. 4A *Lower* illustrates the sequence of events during catch trials. On “catch-tar” trials, the RF fell on a contour segment that had been assigned to the distractor curve but that unexpectedly became part of the target curve because of a change in the stimulus during the first saccade. In contrast, on “catch-dist” trials, the RF fell on a contour segment that unexpectedly became part of the distractor curve. The early and late part of the neuronal responses differed on these catch trials (Fig. 4B *Lower*). Early activity was strongest on catch-dist trials (orange area, $P < 0.05$, *U* test); this finding is consistent with the presaccadic stimulus configuration, which predicted that the saccade would bring the RF onto the target curve. Thus, this early modulation reflects a trace of the attentive processing carried out during the previous fixation. However, at a latency of $163 \pm 8$ ms, neuronal activity started to reflect the changed configuration, because responses became strongest on catch-tar trials ($P < 10^{-4}$, *U* test).

Similar effects were observed across a population of V1 recording sites ($n = 14$) tested in this paradigm. On normal trials, the response was strongest if the first saccade brought the RF onto the target curve ($P < 2 \times 10^{-4}$, paired *t* test) (Fig. 4C). The latency of modulation was $92 \pm 2$ ms. On catch trials, however,
The early response was strongest if it was evoked by a contour segment that unexpectedly became part of the distractor curve during the first saccade (Fig. 4D). The response to the curve that changed into the target curve became strongest ($P < 5 \times 10^{-4}$, paired t test) at a longer latency of $154 \pm 4$ ms, 62 ms later than on normal trials ($P < 0.001$). It is remarkable that the early part of the response after a saccade depends on the presaccadic, not on the postsaccadic, stimulus. This finding implies that contours that receive attention before a saccade are still attended immediately after it. The relatively long latency of the switch in the response enhancement on catch trials presumably reflects the time required to reallocate attention to the relevant curve (see also ref. 32).

**Preview Effects Within a Single Fixation.** Some theories pose that the mechanisms that transfer information across saccades overlap with other memory systems that maintain information in the absence of a stimulus (33). We tested this possibility in an additional experiment (fully described in supporting information) where the monkeys saw a target and a distractor curve for $200$ ms. The stimulus disappeared for $500$ ms and then reappeared at the same location, while the monkey held fixation. When the stimulus appeared for the first time, the response enhancement evoked by the target curve in area V1 had a latency of $133$ ms, but when the same stimulus reappeared for the second time, the response enhancement had a significantly shorter latency of $104$ ms ($P < 0.05$). Thus, attentional modulation of V1 responses also occurs earlier when advance information about the stimulus is provided within the same fixation. This finding suggests that transsaccadic memory indeed overlaps with other memory systems. Nevertheless, in the saccade task, the pre- and postsaccadic stimuli activate different V1 neurons. Our results therefore imply that transsaccadic integration is equipped with a mechanism that takes the saccade metrics into account, so that it can route information about the location of the target curve to the correct neurons in area V1. The retinotopic coordinates of attended objects are thereby updated across the saccade.

**Discussion**

In normal vision, it is safe to assume that images do not change abruptly during eye movements (4). Here we have shown that monkeys also take this regularity into account, because changes in the image during a saccade deteriorate their performance and increase the reaction time of subsequent saccades. This finding implies that monkeys do not only process information for the upcoming saccade, but also for saccades that will be carried out thereafter (34, 35). We confirmed this finding by recording from area V1, where neuronal responses to contour segments that have to be traced for the second saccade are enhanced before the first saccade is made (Fig. 2). Processing of information that is relevant for the second saccade is useful, because this information is not lost during the first saccade.

Transsaccadic integration provides a mechanism that rapidly redirects attention to the relevant curve segments after the saccade, which is reflected by a fast restoration of attentional modulation in area V1. Attentional modulation after a saccade occurs $47$ ms earlier than if a new stimulus is presented. We hypothesize that the early postsaccadic response enhancement is mediated by feedback connections from higher-order visual areas that maintain a trace of the presaccadic stimulus. This explains why early postsaccadic V1 responses reflect attentive processing of the presaccadic stimulus, even if this stimulus changed during the saccade. On such catch trials, it takes an additional $62$ ms before responses to the target curve are enhanced in area V1 (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, this value matches the lengthening of the subsequent fixation duration in the psychophysical experiment (Fig. 1C). Our data also demonstrate that transsaccadic integration does not have a systematic influence on the latency of the visual responses. This finding implies that transsaccadic integration primarily affects top-down but not bottom-up inputs to area V1.

There are a number of potential sources of feedback that may be responsible for the rapid postsaccadic restoration of the response enhancement in area V1. Recent studies demonstrated that the retinotopic location of salient (18–20) and behaviorally relevant (19, 21, 36) objects is remapped across saccades in areas of the parietal and frontal cortex. Neurons in these areas have predictive responses, i.e., they discharge before a saccade that will bring their RF onto an item of interest. Thus, these neurons maintain a spatially accurate representation of stimuli across saccades and may provide feedback to area V1, thereby allowing a fast restoration of attentional effects after the saccade. The present results show that attentional enhancement of neuronal responses in area V1 is not predictive, because it does not occur before the saccade. Instead, attentional effects appear to be gated by the visual input and only occur once the RFs are brought onto one of the curves.

There are further potential sources of feedback that may rescue additional features of the target curve across saccades, and that thereby may contribute to the earlier expression of attentional effects in area V1. Some neurons in the parietal and premotor cortex, for example, encode the location of visual objects relative to the body or head, irrespective of eye position (37, 38). These cells need not update their activity across a
saccade, because saccades do not change the stimulus' location relative to the body. They may therefore store the location of the target curve across a saccade and provide feedback to lower visual areas after its completion. A similar argument holds for neurons in areas that are involved in object recognition, such as area V4 and the inferotemporal cortex. These neurons enhance their activity if attention is directed to their preferred shape (39–41), and they can store this shape during a saccade (42, 43). Moreover, inferotemporal neurons have large RFs, and their shape-tuning is relatively independent of the object's location on the retina (44). Thus, neurons that are tuned to the shape of the target curve may maintain their activity across saccades and provide feedback to those V1 cells whose RFs are brought onto the retina (44). We propose that the mechanism by which the whole curve is remapped in retinotopic coordinates (Fig. 2), and not only the locations that serve as saccade targets, as might have been predicted from psychophysical studies (28–30). We note that feedback can also account for the early attentional modulation if the same stimulus appears twice during a single fixation. Neurons in higher visual areas maintain activity that is evoked by attended stimuli across memory delays, and they can therefore rapidly feed back to area V1 when the stimulus reappears.

The present study goes beyond earlier work by directly measuring the effects of presaccadic attentional processing on postsaccadic processing, both behaviorally and physiologically. Our results rule out theories that suggest that the visual system is entirely amnesic about the presaccadic scene (4, 5), but support other theories that propose that information about attended objects is maintained across saccades (13–16). The data show that the spatial profile of attention in retinotopic coordinates is rapidly restored after a saccade. We propose that this mechanism is useful for the construction of a stable representation of the visual scene despite eye movements, and is essential for cognitive tasks that require more time than the typical intersaccadic interval. The early postsaccadic attentional modulation would allow the subject to continue curve-tracing immediately after the saccade.
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Supporting Text

**Recording Technique.** Multiunit recordings were obtained from electrodes that were chronically implanted (Teflon-coated platinum-iridium wires) in the primary visual cortex of two monkeys, and positioned 1-2 mm below the cortical surface. The response at a multiunit recording site represents the sum of the responses of the contributing neurons, and population responses obtained with this method are therefore the same as population responses obtained with single-unit recordings. Before the experiments, the receptive field (RF) dimension and position was determined at each of the sites with an automatic plotting procedure, using moving light bars. Median RF size (square root of the area) was 0.94° (range, 0.42-1.78°), and eccentricity ranged from 1.1° to 6.4° with an average of 3.3°. We designed the stimuli in such a way that in the onset condition a segment of one of the curves was positioned optimally over one or more RFs, while the monkey fixated on fixation point 1 (FP1). In the saccade condition, the same curve segment was displaced by a distance equal to that between FP1 and FP2. This ensured that the curve did not touch the RFs during fixation at FP1, but also that it was well aligned on the RFs during fixation at FP2. The RFs of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) are relatively small. We therefore had to exclude the possibility that differences in the strength of the response evoked by the target and distractor curve were caused by systematic differences in the position of gaze around the fixation point. To this aim, we first removed all trials with microsaccades during stimulus presentation. Then we applied a stratification procedure (1), which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5A Lower shows the distribution of eye positions within the 1°x1° fixation window around FP1 across trials with stimulus 1 (Left) and stimulus 2 (Center). The stratification procedure removes trials from these two stimulus conditions until the eye position distributions are identical (within bins of 0.2° x 0.2°). The stratified eye position distribution is shown in Fig. 5A (Right). Note that the number of remaining trials in the stratified distribution is smaller than the number of trials with either stimulus. This is due to the removal of trials with stimulus 1 in some of the bins and removal of trials with stimulus 2 in other bins. A similar analysis of the eye position distributions in the saccade condition is shown in Fig. 5B. The data of Figs. 2-4 have all been stratified in this way, which implies that the increased neuronal response evoked by the target curve is not caused by a systematic difference in gaze position between conditions.

To compute the population responses, the responses at individual sites were first normalized to the peak response averaged across the two stimuli of the onset condition (60-200 trials per stimulus) (1). This procedure preserves differences between peak responses to different stimuli. The significance of differences in response strength between complementary stimuli was determined in a computational window from 160 to 500 ms after stimulus onset (onset condition) or after the first saccade (saccade condition). At individual recording sites, significance was computed from the distribution of firing rates on single trials, using the Mann Whitney U test. A paired t test was used for the population responses.

**Analysis of the Reaction Time of the Second Saccade.** In the psychophysical experiment, the saccadic reaction time for the second saccade was defined as the time interval between the offset of FP2 and the onset of the saccade (Fig. 1C). The onset of a saccade was defined as the moment at which eye velocity exceeded 25°/s. In some of the trials, the first saccade to FP2 triggered a change in the stimulus. On these “catch trials,” it was essential that the change in the stimulus occurred before the end
of this saccade. Trials on which the change happened after eye velocity dropped below 25°/s were therefore removed from analysis [the exact timing of this change depended on the relation between saccadic onset and the monitor’s refresh cycle (70 Hz)].

**Analysis of the Latency of the Response Enhancement.** To compute the latency of attentional modulation, a function $f(t)$ was fitted to the difference between the response to the target and distractor curve, in a window from 100 ms before until 500 ms after the onset of visual stimulation (Fig. 3) (the same function was fitted to the average response to the target and distractor curve to determine the latency of the visual response, see below). The shape of $f(t)$ was derived from the following two assumptions: (i) the onset of response modulation has a gaussian distribution across trials, and (ii) a fraction of the modulation dissipates exponentially. These assumptions yield the following two differential equations:

$$\frac{\partial m_1(t)}{\partial t} = -\alpha m_1(t) + g(t, \mu, \sigma)$$

[1]

for the dissipating modulation, and

$$\frac{\partial m_2(t)}{\partial t} = g(t, \mu, \sigma)$$

[2]

for the nondissipating modulation. Here, $g(t, \mu, \sigma)$ is a gaussian density with mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$, and $\alpha^{-1}$ is the time constant of dissipation. Thus, the total modulation equals

$$f(t) = k_1m_1(t) + k_2m_2(t)$$

[3]

The solution to these equations was fitted to the response difference:

$$f(t) = Ad/(d + 1) \cdot \text{Exp}(\mu\alpha + 0.5\sigma^2\alpha^2 - \alpha t) \cdot G(t, \mu + \sigma^2\alpha, \sigma)$$

$$+ A/(d + 1) \cdot G(t, \mu, \sigma)$$

[4]

where the constants $k_1$ and $k_2$ of Eq. 3 are defined as follows:

$$k_1 = Ad/(d + 1)$$

[5]

$$k_2 = A/(d + 1)$$

[6]

Thus, $f(t)$ depends on five parameters: $\mu$, $\sigma$, $\alpha$, $A$, and $d$; $G(t, \mu, \sigma)$ is a cumulative gaussian, $A$ is the amplitude of the function, and $d$ determines the fraction of the modulation that dissipates. To allow a comparison of latencies, one value for $\sigma$, $\alpha$, and $d$ was fitted to the difference responses of both conditions that were compared, to obtain a single shape of the fitted function. Best fitting values of $A$ and $\mu$ could differ between conditions. The latency of the response enhancement was defined as the time at which the fitted function reached 33% of its maximum. This value is arbitrary, but any other value yields the same latency difference between conditions, because fitted functions have the same shape.
Analysis of the Significance of Differences Between Latencies. To analyse the significance of differences in the latency of attentional modulation between population responses, a Monte Carlo procedure was used (2). In the comparison between the onset and saccade condition (Fig. 3 D and E), for example, the difference between the normalized response to the target and distractor curve was computed for each recording site $i$, and for both conditions: $r_{\text{diff onset},i}(t) = T_{\text{onset},i}(t) - D_{\text{onset},i}(t)$ and $r_{\text{diff sacc},i}(t) = T_{\text{sacc},i}(t) - D_{\text{sacc},i}(t)$. Here, $T(t)$ is the response to the target curve, $D(t)$ is the response to the distractor curve, and $t$ is the time relative to the onset of visual stimulation. To estimate the latency of the attentional modulation in the onset condition ($\text{lat}_{\text{onset}}$) and saccade condition ($\text{lat}_{\text{sacc}}$), a function was fitted to the respective response differences, averaged across recording sites. The null hypothesis is that the latency is the same for the two conditions. In the Monte Carlo procedure, two simulated conditions A and B were defined, by randomly assigning either $r_{\text{diff onset},i}$ or $r_{\text{diff sacc},i}$ to A, and by assigning the other response difference to B, for each recording site $i$. Functions were fitted to the response differences to estimate the latencies $\text{lat}_A$ and $\text{lat}_B$, and the latency difference $\Delta \text{lat}_{\text{sim}} = |\text{lat}_A - \text{lat}_B|$. This procedure was repeated 10,000 times, and the significance of the actual latency difference $\text{lat}_{\text{onset}} - \text{lat}_{\text{sacc}}$ was determined by comparing it to the distribution of $\Delta \text{lat}_{\text{sim}}$. The significance of a difference in the latency of modulation between conditions at individual recording sites was determined in an equivalent procedure, which assigned individual trials to one of two simulated conditions.

To ensure that the shape of the fitted functions did not differ between conditions, we fitted a single value of $\sigma$, $\alpha$, and $d$, whereas $A$ and $\mu$ could differ between conditions. In an additional Monte Carlo simulation we excluded the possibility that the latency difference is caused by a different rise time of the attentional effect by also allowing $\sigma$ to vary between conditions. Now, best fitting functions yielded a $\sigma_{\text{onset}}$ of 36.5 ms and $\sigma_{\text{sacc}}$ of 37.2 ms, indicating that the slopes are similar. The latency of the attentional effect in the onset and saccade condition equalled 125 ± 4 ms and 78 ± 5 ms, respectively. This latency difference was significant ($P < 0.02$).

Analysis of the Onset of Visual Stimulation in the Saccade Condition. The onset of visual stimulation ($t_0$) in the saccade condition depends on the timing and trajectory of the saccade. It was determined on a trial-by-trial basis by computing the moment at which the leading edge (outer boundary) of the RF came in contact with one of the curves (Fig. 6 A). This analysis takes the shape of the RF, the shape of the curves, as well as the eye trajectory in each individual trial into account. The estimate of $t_0$ also determines the latency of modulation and influences the latency difference between the onset and saccade condition. We note, however, that our estimate of $t_0$ is conservative, because the RF is not yet centered on the curve at this point in time. To assess the validity of our estimate of $t_0$, we compared the visual latency of the population response between the onset and saccade condition. The visual latency was determined by fitting a function to the average response to the target and distractor curve in the onset and saccade condition (Fig. 6 B). In the onset condition, the visual response reaches 25, 33, 50, and 75 of its maximum after 36, 37, 39, and 40 ms, respectively. In the saccade condition, these respective times are 38, 40, 43, and 48 ms. These results show that our procedure to estimate $t_0$ is effective because the slope of the initial response transient is quite steep in the saccade condition (from 25% to 75% of the maximal response in only 10 ms). Nevertheless, the slope is slightly shallower than in the onset condition, which is unsurprising because the curve is
gradually brought into the RF by the saccade. Moreover, this estimate is indeed conservative, because the response latency is slightly longer in the saccade condition, which works against our finding of an earlier onset of the attentional effect.

**Suppression of Spontaneous Activity in the Saccade Condition.** The initial response in the saccade condition was slightly weaker than that in the onset condition (Fig. 3 D and E). This is explained, in part, by a slight suppression of spontaneous activity in the saccade condition before the stimulus reaches the RF. Fig. 7 shows that the onset of a stimulus outside the RF, during fixation at FP1, gives rise to a weak transient response (presumably caused by stray light) followed by a suppression of the ongoing activity. An additional factor that contributes to the difference in response magnitude is the pattern of RF stimulation, which differs between the onset condition (sudden appearance of curve segment in RF) and the saccade condition (shift of the RF onto a curve segment).

**Preview Task.** In an additional experiment, we investigated whether advance information about the stimulus configuration also causes an earlier occurrence of the attentional response modulation if it is provided within a single fixation. The sequence of events during this cueing task is illustrated in Fig. 8A. After 300 ms of fixation, a stimulus appeared for 200 ms and was then removed from the screen for 500 ms. Then the same stimulus appeared, while the monkey maintained fixation for an additional 200 ms. Thereafter, the animal made a single saccade to the circle at the end of the target curve. Fig. 8B illustrates the location of a RF relative to two of the stimuli. The population responses, averaged across 33 recording sites in area V1 of two monkeys, are shown in Fig. 8C. The response to the target curve (red trace) was enhanced relative to the response evoked by the distractor curve (blue trace). When the stimulus appeared on the screen for the first time (onset 1), this attentional effect occurred at a latency of 133 ms. Interestingly, the response modulation disappeared in the subsequent blank interval. This, however, does not imply that all information about the stimulus configuration was lost. When the stimulus appeared for the second time (onset 2), the attentional modulation occurred after 104 ms, which is 29 ms earlier than after onset 1. A Monte Carlo simulation indicated that this difference in the timing of the attentional effect was significant ($P < 0.05$).

These results demonstrate that advance information can also cause an earlier modulation of neuronal responses in area V1 if the information is provided within a single fixation. This finding supports theories suggesting that the neuronal mechanisms for transsaccadic memory overlap with the mechanisms for working memory (3). The stimulus of the cueing task is represented twice by a single collection of neurons in lower and higher visual cortical areas. Neurons in higher visual areas maintain their discharges during a blank interval (4-10), and these cells may therefore immediately feed back to earlier visual areas when the stimulus reappears. This can explain why the attentional effect occurs earlier in area V1 if the same stimulus appears for the second time.

We emphasize, however, that the early occurrence of the attentional effect after a saccade is more remarkable, because it implies that transsaccadic integration takes the saccade metrics into account. This is necessary, because the collection of neurons in retinotopic areas that represents the post-saccadic stimulus depends on the amplitude and direction of the saccade, and differs from the collection of neurons that represents the pre-saccadic stimulus.
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